An enthusiastic attitude is fundamental to success, happiness and personal growth. It guides us to positive thoughts and opportunities. In a business climate where the constant requirement is better, faster, with less, it is imperative that energy is not wasted but maximized for results.

We’ll take a look at enthusiasm as a choice and an advantage for achievement and workplace satisfaction. We can influence future outcomes with a positive, enthusiastic approach to the challenges of the present.

Finally, we will learn 8 strategies for maintaining enthusiasm in our careers to accomplish more; enthusiasm is more than just zest for work, it is for the whole of life and living.

RSVP by September 9 to Brian Steinmetz, bsteinmetz@reedsmith.com

Enthusiasm in the Workplace

Kathleen Himler, Dale Carnegie Training

Tuesday :: September 13, 2011
5:30 - 8:00 pm

5:30 pm :: registration
6:00 pm :: dinner
7:00 pm :: presentation

Mount Lebanon Public Library
16 Castle Shannon Blvd.

Cost: Chapter Members = $15 :: MLIS Students = $5 :: Guests = $25

Buffet dinner is included in the cost.